EAST ELEVATION

SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"

SIGN AREA ALLOWED = 99 SF
SIGN AREA PROPOSED = 99 SF

WEST ELEVATION

SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"

SIGN AREA ALLOWED = 134 SF
SIGN AREA PROPOSED = 13 SF

NORTH ELEVATION

SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"

SIGN AREA ALLOWED = 67 SF
SIGN AREA PROPOSED = 13 SF

SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"

SIGN AREA ALLOWED = 23 SF
SIGN AREA PROPOSED = 13 SF

GENERAL NOTES:

1. SEE A3.2 FOR PROJECT COLORS AND MATERIALS. SPECIFICATIONS DENOTED BY DIAMOND SYMBOL.

CONSULTANTS:

3|r|k architecture | design
265 Winslow Way East
Suite 202
Bainbridge Island
Washington 98110
Phone: 206 842 1253
Email: frank@3rkarchitecture.com

HARRIS LINCOLN SHOWROOM
20060 Highway 99
Lynnwood, WA 98036

SIGN AREA = 13 SF
TRESPA METEON WENGE NW09
SYSTEM CONCEALED FIXING
HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE PANEL
LINCOLN STAR INTEGRATED INTO

SIGN AREA = 70 SF
32" LINCOLN LETTERS

SIGN AREA = 5 SF
12" DEALER NAME LETTERS

SIGN AREA = 11 SF
18" SERVICE LETTERS

SIGNAGE:

FACADE WALL:
MATERIAL PANEL SYSTEM. ALPOLIC SWT WHITE 4mm OR ACM - PRESSURE EQUALIZED RAIN SCREEN (DRY JOINT)
COLOR: LINCOLN PEARL. FINISH: HONED
LINCOLN BUILDING EXTERIOR PORCELAIN SLABS
EXTERIOR PORCELAIN WALL CLADDING TRANSCERAMICA

BEZEL FRAME:
SYSTEM ALPOLIC RVW WHITE 4mm SCREEN (DRY JOINT) METAL PANEL
ACM - PRESSURE EQUALIZED RAIN GLAZING SYSTEM:
RECESSED CEILING & FLOOR MULLIONS SYSTEM W/ VERTICAL BUTT GLAZING & CLEAR LOW "E" FULL HEIGHT THERMAL GLASS

LINCOLN STAR WALL:
SIGN AREA = 13 SF
NON-ILLUMINATED LINCOLN LOGO 76" THERMOFORMED

LINCOLN BUILDING EXTERIOR PORCELAIN SLABS
EXTERIOR VIEW FROM NORTHEAST
SCALE: NONE

EXTERIOR VIEW FROM NE CORNER
SCALE: NONE

EXTERIOR VIEW AT HWY 99 ENTRY- NORTH
SCALE: NONE

EXTERIOR VIEW AT HWY 99 ENTRY- SOUTH
SCALE: NONE